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June 2 - June 5, 2018 - Washington, DC

Gastroenterologist
Rush University Medical Center
Rush University Medical Center is seeking a clinician teacher or clinician scientist to compliment
an expanding academic practice in Chicago.
We are looking for applicants at the Assistant or Associate Professor rank with a focused interest
and training in motility. Our group currently is comprised of 9 clinician teachers, 5 clinician
scientists, 1 MD/PhD, 6 PhDs, and 1 PsyD, all of whom have particular areas of interest which
they have developed and honed. Our group is also complimented by multiple other lab
personnel/study coordinators and has a strong nutrition presence. We collaborate closely, both
clinically and in research, with other groups at the medical center, including:
allergy/immunology, where we have established a novel GI/adverse reactions to food clinic,
colorectal surgery and oncology, with whom we support a comprehensive clinic for
gastrointestinal cancers, bariatric surgery, ENT, pathology, and neurology. We have particular
expertise in inflammatory bowel disease, GI Oncology, functional bowel disease, celiac disease,
chronobiology and motility.
Rush GI has consistently been recognized as a top program across the nation. We accept 3
fellows in training per year and also have an advanced therapeutic training program that accepts
one 4th year fellow per year. Currently we cover two hospitals in our system (Rush University
Medical Center and Rush Oak Park Hospital). There are also several free standing clinical sites
with plans to expand our “footprint” with continued future development, including South Loop
and Oak Brook. Finally, we have recently initiated an Institute for Inflammation, Microbiome and
Chronobiology. This is an exciting time at Rush GI and we would like to recruit colleagues that
will share our vision and enthusiasm. Rush is an equal opportunity employer.
Interested candidates should submit a cover letter and CV to:
Leah Tyrrell, Manager
Faculty Recruitment
Faculty_Recruitment@rush.edu
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See Washington DC for Free

Enjoy the free or low cost splendor of our nation’s capital.

T

here’s so much to see in Washington, DC. With over 75
museums and an active theater scene, there are cultural
possibilities at every turn. The best part? Many of DC’s
attractions are free or low cost.
Make sure the battery is fully charged on your camera or smart
phone and make the most of your down time during your stay
at these cultural and noteworthy places of interest.

National Gallery of Art

Composed of an East Building and a West Building this
museum is for the art connoisseur. Visit one of the gallery’s four
cafes for lunch between your tours of Matisse and Monet. Free
self-guided and audio tours. Visit the website for information
on tours in other languages and for special films and symposia,
also free.
401 Constitution Avenue NW | Washington, DC 20565
nga.gov

Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History
Over 126 million artifacts on display here. Highlights for the
museum include the O. Orkin insect zoo, the Hall of Human
Origins (with life-sized models of early humans dating back 6
million years), the Butterfly Pavilion and the IMAX Theater. Visit
the website for information on concerts and other one-time
events.
1000 Constitution Avenue NW | Washington, DC 20560
naturalhistory.si.edu

Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum
Amelia Earhart’s Lockheed Vega 5B, Charles Lindbergh’s Spirit
of St. Louis and Wilbur Wright’s 1903 Flyer are some of the
celebrated aircrafts you’ll see here. The museum also features a
flight simulator, and a three-level gift shop.
Sixth Street and Independence Avenue SW | Washington, DC 20560
airandspace.si.edu

United States Holocaust Museum

Powerful and deeply moving, this museum is focused on the
atrocities of the Holocaust during World War II. Oral histories,
the identification of an actual person who experienced the
Holocaust and authentic period materials provide a personal
connection to those who perished. Book your visit time online
to ensure entrance.
100 Raul Wallenberg Plaza SW | Washington, DC 20024
ushmm.org

National Archives
Displays the Charters of Freedom (the Constitution, the Bill of
Rights, the Declaration of Independence) and other national
treasures. Murals by Barry Faulkner, depicting scenes of the
“presentations” of the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution (both fictional) are also on display.
700 Pennsylvania Avenue NW | Washington, DC 20408
archives.gov

The Kennedy Center
4
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Washington DC is
teeming with cultural
possibilities at every
turn. Many of these
attractions are free to
the public or low cost.

This legendary performing arts center located on the Potomac
River is named after President John F. Kennedy, whose
famous passion for all things creative gave rise to the National
Endowment for the Arts. Docents give free guided tours of
the center every 10 minutes discussing featured artwork and
the interactive exhibit on the life of President Kennedy. The
Millennium Stage in the Grand Foyer offers free concerts, dance
performances and other performances at 6pm every night of
the year. Visit the website for upcoming free events.
2700 F Street NW | Washington, DC 20566
kennedy-center.org

Basilica of the National Shrine of the Immaculate
Conception
Mother Teresa, Pope Francis and Pope John Paul II are just
a few of the religious figures who have visited the largest
Roman Catholic Church in North America. Chapels saluting
the Virgin Mary, Byzantine-style Mosaics and papal artifacts are
some of the treasures you’ll glimpse as you tour the Basilica.
National Shrine is also home to the world’s largest collection of
contemporary ecclesiastical art including paintings and statues.
The Basilica is open 365 days a year and offers daily masses and
confessions as well as guided tours.
A gift shop, book store and cafeteria also caters to visitors on
the crypt level.

400 Michigan Avenue NE | Washington, DC 20017
nationalshrine.com

Ford’s Theatre National Historic Site
Ford’s Theatre is a working theatre, historical monument
museum and learning center. Ford’s theatre museum and
education center are open daily for patrons to learn about the
Civil War and Lincoln’s life and assassination. Artifacts related
to Lincoln’s assassination conspiracy, exhibits exploring his
presidency and the Civil War, as well as a 34-foot tower of
Lincoln’s books are also available to the public.
511 10th Street NW | Washington, DC 20004
fords.org			

Smithsonian Museum of African American History and
Culture
This newest addition to the Smithsonian family opened in
September 2016. Located right by the Washington Monument,
it is the only national museum devoted exclusively to African
American culture and focuses on understanding history
(continued on page 7)
myHealthTalent.com
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Physician-Led Medicine in Montana

Gastroenterology

Please visit us at the
DDW Career Fair
Monday, June 4.
Seeking a BE/BC Gastroenterologist to join our busy,
collegial group. Provide a full spectrum of gastroenterology
care to patients both in the hospital and through
outpatient procedures.
• Call 1:6
• Generous loan repayment
• State-of-the-art cancer
center nationally
recognized for
clinical excellence

• Region’s tertiary
referral center
• Research opportunities
• “Top 10 Fittest Cities in
America 2017” – Fitbit

Contact: Rochelle Woods 1-888-554-5922
physicianrecruiter@billingsclinic.org
billingsclinic.com
Billings Clinic is nationally recognized for clinical excellence and
is a proud member of the Mayo Clinic Care Network. Located in
Billings, Montana – this friendly college community is a great
place to raise a family near the majestic Rocky Mountains.
Exciting outdoor recreation close to home. 300 days of sunshine!

GI Hospitalist or Outpatient Practice Opportunities
Greenville, SC
Visit us at booth #401 at DDW!
Greenville Health System (GHS), the largest healthcare provider in South Carolina, is seeking BC/BE Gastroenterologists to join our growing team. Opportunities
include:
•

Hospitalists: Scope of work is primarily consultative general GI/Hepatology, all routine procedures, ERCP training is not required. The team includes
a medical resident and Physician Assistant, dedicated anesthesia coverage and GI Lab. Schedule is 7 on / 7 off.

•

Outpatient Practice Gastroenterologists: Practice currently consists of 8 GI physicians and 10 Advanced Practitioners. Call is 1:9. EPIC EMR.
Interest in IBD or hepatology beneficial, but not required.

GHS employs over 15,000 people, including 1,100+ physicians on staff. Our system includes clinically excellent facilities with 1,518 beds on 7 campuses. GHS
currently hosts 16 residency and fellowship programs and a 4-year medical education program: University of South Carolina School of Medicine Greenville,
located on GHS’ Greenville Memorial Medical Campus. We also have a separate research facility.
Greenville, South Carolina is a beautiful place to live and work and the GHS catchment area is 1.3 million people. Greenville is located on the I-85 corridor
between Atlanta and Charlotte, and is one of the fastest growing areas in the country. Ideally situated near beautiful mountains, beaches and lakes, we also
enjoy a diverse and thriving economy, excellent quality of life and wonderful cultural and educational opportunities.
We are a Public Service Loan Forgiveness (PSLF) Program Qualified Employer!
Qualified applicants should send a letter of interest and current CV to In-house Physician Recruiter, Tina Owens, towens2@ghs.org, 864-797-6240. EOE
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(continued from page 5)

through the viewpoint of the African American experience.
Collections document art and history covering artifacts dating
from the African Diaspora to present day. The museum is free
to the public like all Smithsonian museums; same-day timed
entry passes are available starting at 6:30 am daily only through
the website.
1400 Constitution Avenue NW | Washington, DC 20560
nmaahc.si.edu

Old Stone House
The Old Stone House was built in 1765 and is the oldest
structures on its original foundation in Washington, DC.
Originally Suter’s Tavern, the site was also a car dealership when
the government purchased the property in 1953. It has been
cared for by the National Park Service since 1960 and is open
daily from 11am-6pm.
3051 M Street NW | Washington, DC 20007
nps.gov/places/old-stone-house.htm

Politics & Prose Bookstore and Coffeehouse
Book enthusiasts will love this Washington DC institution for
literary discourse, to peruse political titles and to partake of
authors’ readings. Visit their website to learn about featured
authors scheduled to read at Politics & Prose during your stay.
Enjoy a coffee and get a good seat at a book reading.
1025 5th Street NW | Washington, DC 20001
politics-prose.com

Capitol Building
The main entrance to the US Capitol is the Capitol Visitor
Center. Below the grounds, there are guided tours of the US
Capitol Rotunda, an orientation film, and Emancipation Hall’s
historic treasures. Above ground is the awe-inspiring Library of
Congress, offering tours of the world’s largest collection of historic books, papers and recordings. The Visitor Center is open
Monday through Saturday from 8:30am-4:30pm. Tours are free,
but tour passes are required.

Central Maine Medical Center’s well-established and
high volume Gastroenterology group seeks BE/BC
Gastroenterologist to join our growing practice in
Lewiston, Maine. Our health system, which consists of a
250 bed facility in Lewiston and Critical Access Hospitals
in both Bridgton and Rumford, employs 400+ providers
throughout a wide range of medical, surgical and
cardiac services, half of which are primary care
providers. We place great emphasis on quality
and safety and CMMC has consistently earned
an “A” Leapfrog rating.
The primary endoscopy suite is a state-of-the-art facility
with 9 procedure rooms, which include ERCP and EUS
capabilities. Last year, the gastroenterology group
performed 8500 procedures in this facility.
Interested candidates are encouraged to apply and
opportunities for leadership within the group may be
available. To learn more, please contact Donna Lafean,
Medical Staff Recruiter, Central Maine Medical Center,
300 Main Street, Lewiston, ME 04240
Email: Lafeando@CMHC.org
Telephone: 800/445-7431.

Seeking a BE/BC
Gastroenterologist
Join physician-led Mercy Clinic in our busy GI practice
on the campus of Mercy Hospital Jefferson in Festus, MO
(near St. Louis, MO).
This Position Offers:
• A strong primary care referral base
• Highly competitive income guarantee
• Health, dental, vision and CME
• Relocation assistance and professional liability coverage

East Capitol Street NE | Washington, DC 20004

To learn more, please contact:

visitthecapitol.gov n

Lisa Hauck, MBA | Senior Physician Recruiter
Phone: 314.364.3840 | Fax: 314.364.2597
Lisa.Hauck@Mercy.net | mercy.net/careers
EEO:AA/Minorities/Females/Disabled/Veterans

Your life is our life’s work.

myHealthTalent.com
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GI Physicians Needed as Expansion Continues for
St. Luke’s University Health Network
St Luke’s University Health Network (SLUHN) seeks BC/BE gastroenterologists to continue to develop our world class program.
We need to add to our group of 12 Physicians as our Network has expanded to 10 hospitals. The group will eventually cover
all hospitals within the network. We are a growing and financially stable network with a young and dynamic physician group.
In addition, we are excited to be starting a new GI fellowship program. Our first two fellows will start in July of 2018.
We offer an excellent compensation package along with moving expenses, CME and starting bonus. Physicians with a special
interest in inflammatory bowel disease, hepatology and motility are encouraged to apply.
SLUHN is a non-profit network comprised of physicians and hospitals, providing care in eastern Pennsylvania and western NJ.
The Network includes more than 200 locations and ten hospitals and employs more than 800 physicians and 300 advanced
practitioners. Opportunities exist for teaching and an academic appointment with the Temple/St. Luke’s Medical School where
students spend their second, third and fourth years at St. Luke’s on the Bethlehem Campus. St. Luke's currently has more
than 180 physicians enrolled in internship, residency and fellowship programs. Visit www.slhun.org.
The Lehigh Valley is a beautiful eastern Pennsylvania community with a service area of 1.2 million and is located one hour
north of Philadelphia and less than two hours from New York City. Cost of living is low and coupled with minimal congestion;
choose among a variety of charming urban, semi-urban and rural communities your family will enjoy calling home. For more
information please visit www.discoverlehighvalley.com.
If this opportunity sounds interesting, please email your CV to physicianrecruitment@sluhn.org

EXCEPTIONAL CARE
DEDICATED TEACHING
GROUNDBREAKING RESEARCH

Academic Gastroenterology and Hepatology
We have excellent opportunities available to join our academic faculty team in The Division of Gastroenterology
and Hepatology at the University of Arizona and Banner University Medical Center - Tucson (BUMC-T). Candidates
hired will have a faculty appointment commensurate with their credentials.

BC/BE GASTROENTEROLOGIST

Training and experience in Gastrointestinal bleeding; Esophageal disorders; Inflammatory bowel disease and
Gastrointestinal cancers. Will consider New Grad GI.

BC/BE GASTROENTEROLOGIST with Advanced Endoscopy Training

Busy GI clinical practice with established referrals for EUS services. Practice is open to experienced physicians or
new fellows.

BC/BE HEPATOLOGIST

Training and experience in managing all aspects of liver disease. Essential functions include: Upper Endoscopy
procedure; Colonoscopy; Liver biopsies. GI Fellowship training required.
BUMC-T, formerly University of Arizona Medical Center – University Campus, is nationally recognized for providing
exceptional patient care, teaching future health-care professionals and conducting groundbreaking research. The
hospital’s physicians are full-time faculty of the University of Arizona College of Medicine. Our specialty services include
comprehensive heart and cancer care, advanced neuroscience techniques and a multi-organ transplant program. BUMC-T
is Southern Arizona’s only Level I Trauma Center. The hospital is consistently listed among the nation’s top hospitals in the
prestigious Best Hospitals ranking by U.S. News & World Report.
We offer a generous salary and benefits. Please submit your letter of interest and CV for immediate consideration,
to: doctors@bannerhealth.com For questions, please call Tiffany Lewis, Sourcing Strategist, at: 602-747-4578.
Visit our website: www.bannerdocs.com
As an equal opportunity and affirmative action employer, Banner University Medical Group (BUMG) recognizes the
power of a diverse community and encourages applications from individuals with varied experiences and backgrounds.
BUMG is an EEO/AA - M/W/D/V Employer.
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DISCOVER IT ALL
AT BANNER HEALTH

PRACTICE & PROSPER
WITH THE OUTDOORS
IN YOUR BACKYARD...
WVU Medicine - United Hospital Center in Bridgeport, WV seeks a

Board Certified/Eligible Gastroenterologist to join a well-established
hospital practice. The ideal candidate will possess excellent interpersonal, diagnostic and clinical skills.

PRACTICE OPPORTUNITY DETAILS:

• Consultative oriented practice
• Call 1:5
• New outpatient office and 300 bed
hospital facility
• Exceptionally competitive compensation
plan and excellent benefits
• Recruitment incentives available for
multi-year commitment
We are an EOE/AA Employer. All qualified applicants
will receive consideration for employment and will
not be discriminated against on the basis of disability,
veteran status or other protected status

Bridgeport, WV is a vibrant and growing community in the heart of North
Central West Virginia. Located just under 2 hours south of Pittsburgh, PA
and within easy driving distance of several mid-Atlantic and Midwest cities,
Bridgeport offers residents the best of small town America with top ranked
public schools and access to incredible recreational opportunities.

For additional information visit
wvumedicine.org/united-hospital-center or contact
Laura Blake at laura.blake@wvumedicine.org or 681.342.1613.

UNITED HOSPITAL CENTER
Bridgeport, WV | We’re Part of Something Great

Gastroenterology
Ochsner Health System, on the North Shore, is seeking a BC/BE Gastroenterologist to join our busy practice in the Covington/Slidell areas. Candidates
with experience or directly from training are welcomed to apply. This position is a combined clinic and hospital based practice, which includes dedicated
endoscopy days and a hospital call rotation to cover inpatient and ED consults, with some additional pay for unassigned emergency call. We work closely
with an Advanced Practice Provider to assist with clinic follow ups and to provide overflow capacity. The position offers a very competitive salary with excellent
benefits and would provide coverage in both east and west St. Tammany Parish.
As a suburb of New Orleans, the North Shore region, offers a family oriented community with the amenities of New Orleans just 30 minutes away. The North
Shore is known for the many festivals, parks, and community events throughout the year. Additionally, St. Tammany Parish is ranked #1 in the state for its
outstanding, award winning school system. The North Shore offers an entire network of advanced healthcare services with over 160 physicians and 60 APPs
who deliver integrated care at our facilities located in Abita Springs, Covington, Mandeville, Slidell, New Orleans East, and Pearl River, as well as our Urgent
Care facilities located in Covington and Mandeville.
Ochsner Health System is Louisiana’s largest non-profit, academic, healthcare system. Driven by a mission to Serve, Heal, Lead, Educate and Innovate, coordinated
clinical and hospital patient care is provided across the region by Ochsner's 30 owned, managed and affiliated hospitals and more than 80 health centers and
urgent care centers. Ochsner is the only Louisiana hospital recognized by U.S. News & World Report as a “Best Hospital” across four specialty categories caring for
patients from all 50 states and more than 60 countries worldwide each year. Ochsner employs more than 18,000 employees and over 1,200 physicians in over 90
medical specialties and subspecialties, and conducts more than 700 clinical research studies. Ochsner Health System is proud to be a tobacco-free environment.
For more information, please visit ochsner.org and follow us on Twitter and Facebook.
Interested physicians should apply to: https://www.ochsner.org/careers/
Sorry, no J1 visa opportunities available.
Ochsner is an equal opportunity employer and all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
sexual orientation, disability status, protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law.

myHealthTalent.com
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Duke Health seeks an additional Gastroenterologist for an established practice at Duke Kernodle Clinic, its largest community-based multi-specialty practice of 50
physicians and 26 mid-level providers covering 15 medical and surgical specialties. The practice, located in Burlington, NC, includes 75,000 sq. ft. main office, plus a
walk-in clinic and two satellite offices. The hired physician’s practice will be based at the main office with procedures performed at Alamance Regional Medical Center
(ARMC) located adjacent to the clinic. The ARMC suites are well equipped with Olympus equipment and dedicated anesthesia service.
The hired physician will be joining an established practice with a strong referral base and should expect to quickly build a thriving practice. The GI department gets
an average of six consults and has an average inpatient census of eight. Hospital consults and rounding is handled by the department APPs. Practice call is 1:3 nights
and weekend (moving to 1:5). Call is benign by nature with the Hospitalist service handling most admissions. ERCP and EUS training preferred, but not required.
Centrally located in the piedmont area of North Carolina, Alamance County (pop. 155,000) includes the midsize communities of Burlington, Elon and Mebane,
and straddles the Research Triangle and Piedmont Triad Regions of North Carolina.
• Burlington, a city of progress and quality, boasts a population of more than 50,000. Burlington is located only a few hours’ drive from the picturesque
Blue Ridge and Great Smoky Mountains to the west and the scenic coastal beaches to the east.
• The economy of the town of Elon is largely dominated by the adjacent Elon University. Elon University has been ranked as one of the most beautiful college
campuses in the country by "Best College Review" and Best Run College by the Princeton Review.
• Historic Mebane, one of the fastest growing areas in North Carolina, is a fun place to be where eclectic and unique shopping, dining and activities abound!
The greater Burlington area boasts a low cost of living, friendly neighborhoods, good schools and great shopping. Just 30 minutes from Durham, Chapel Hill and
Greensboro, this location provides residents the option of small town living with easy access to the areas growth centers. From a history in textiles and the railroad,
to all the exciting things on the horizon, the greater Burlington area is a wonderful place to live.

Please apply to this position by clicking the APPLY button below.
Trina Burgess
Trina.burgess@duke.edu

Chicago Gastroenterology
Opportunities
• Competitive salary & benefits package
• Malpractice tail coverage
• Signing bonus
To learn more about physician opportunities, please contact
Andrea Turner, andrea.turner2@advocatehealth.com
Advocate Medical Group (AMG) is a division of Advocate Health Care,
one of the nation’s top 10 health systems & largest ACO in the nation.
As the largest group practice in Illinois, AMG is comprised of more
than 1600 physicians representing over 60 specialties. AMG is a nonprofit, physician-led and governed medical group. Advocate Health
Care is a fully integrated health system comprised of 12 hospitals
and 450+ sites of care.
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PracticeUpdate.com

We uncover the most relevant clinical updates in your specialty

Look deeper with PracticeUpdate.com
The online resource with in-depth insights and
inside commentary that matters most to specialists
• No matter what other resources you now use, this is one
research and review tool you’ll ﬁnd essential to stay updated.
• Designed for specialists, with an all-MD/specialist editorial board
to ensure clinical relevance and meaningful analysis

Join now for FREE, automatic updates on topics in:
• Cardiology • Dermatology • Diabetes • Eye Care • Gastroenterology
• Neurology • Oncology • Primary Care • Urology

CONTRIBUTOR: MELANIE GR ANO

Becoming a
Physician Advisor
at Your Hospital

A

s hospitals strive to remain profitable and competitive
in today’s health care environment, the addition of a
Physician Advisor (PA) to the administrative staff is viewed
as not only good for business but also as good for patients.

bridge between the hospital’s clinical staff and the administrative
staff and works to improve communication on all levels. As a result
of this increased interaction between physicians, staff, and patients,
the patients recieve better care.

Once a role typically filled by physicians who were nearing
retirement, the Physician Advisor has evolved into a position
that is part compliance expert, part patient care coordinator,
and part hospital administrator. The PA’s role is to perform in
an advisory capacity with:

With the ever-changing compliance environment, a PA must
stay informed and current about every aspect of patient
care from quality of care to medical necessity guidelines.
The PA serves as a liaison to ensure that the patient receives
appropriate care and that all medical services rendered are
correctly submitted for reimbursement. When necessary, the PA
coordinates the appeal process if an insurance claim is denied.

•

Utilization of Hospital Resources (Level of Care and Length of Stay)

•

Documentation and Compliance

•

Clinical Review of Patients

•

Medical Necessity Protocol

•

Care/Case Management with Physicians and Staff

•

Quality of Care Provided

•

Referrals to Alternative Facilities (Physical Therapy, Hospice, etc.)

•

Insurance Claims (Appeals of Denials)

•

Informing Physicians About Regulatory Changes

•

Informing Staff About ICD Code Changes and Interpretation

•

Patient Satisfaction

•

Physician Peer Review

The Affordable Care Act outlines specific guidelines for the unique
role of a PA as the job is complex and exists to serve both the
provider (hospital) and the patient. This pivotal position serves as a
12
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What Knowledge and Expertise Do You Need?
A medical degree and experience in utilization management is
the ideal background for a PA. Degrees in Internal Medicine,
Family Practice, or Emergency Medicine are particularly useful
due to the broad background provided by these specialty areas.
Naturally, other specialty areas of medicine can also provide the
appropriate background to perform well as a PA. Success as a
PA is always dependent on the unique combination of training,
experience, and temperament of any given individual.
Medical knowledge is integral to the PA’s role in peer review
activities as well as in the process of appealing health insurance
claim denials. Because the PA coordinates and supervises
a wide range of activities with the hospital’s medical and
administrative staff as well as with patients, their families, and
health insurance carriers, communication skills are a necessity.
				

“The Affordable Care Act
outlines specific guidelines
for the unique role of a PA as
the job is complex and exists
to serve both the provider
(hospital) and the patient. ”

Temperament Is Key
Is a PA role right for you? Even if you have a stellar background
in medicine and can point to years of success as a physician, a
PA position may still not be a good fit for you. The successful
PA brings a broad medical knowledge to the job as well as a
comprehensive understanding of utilization management and
necessity of care protocols, an interest in keeping current with
compliance and insurance regulations, and a passion to deliver
quality care to patients. But there is still one key ingredient
that can’t be taught in any medical school or hospital setting
– temperament. Do you have the communication skills of a
seasoned diplomat to help you navigate the choppy waters
when you must make a recommendation or suggestion that
is contrary to what a physician has ordered or what the staff is
accustomed to providing in a similar case? Always maintaining
that delicate balance between advisor and advocate is the mark
of a successful and valuable PA.
In addition to the daily interactions with physicians, patients,
patients’ families, and hospital staff, a PA also has to commit to
a heavy load of committee work and meetings on topics such
as “Quality of Care, “Safety,” and “ICD 10 Updates.” Attending
(or running) these topic-specific meetings and/or workshops is
integral to the successful performance of a PA’s duties.

To learn more about becoming a PA, contact the ACPA
(American College of Physician Advisors), or NAPA (National
Association of Physician Advisors). n

Sources:
Agency for healthcare Research and Quality - ahrq.gov;
American College of Physician Advisors - acpadvisors.org;
National Association of Physician Advisors - worldcongress.com/NAPA

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Melanie Grano is a freelance business writer and 20-year Journalism
veteran who regularly contributes to career-based publications,
including ThirdCertainty and Computer Times.

This is an exciting and growing area of medicine – one that has
a direct effect on a hospital’s bottom line. As a PA, you can not
only ensure that your hospital receives every reimbursement
dollar that is appropriate from insurance, but you also assist in
helping the hospital achieve increased patient satisfaction and
better health outcomes for its service area.
myHealthTalent.com
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Gastroenterologist – Oncology Focus
Rush University Medical Center
Rush University Medical Center is seeking a clinician teacher or clinician scientist to compliment
an expanding academic practice in Chicago.
We are looking for applicants at the Assistant or Associate Professor Rank with training and a
focused interest in GI oncology required. Our group currently is comprised of 9 clinician
teachers, 5 clinician scientists, 1 MD/PhD, 6 PhDs, and 1 PsyD, all of whom have particular areas
of interest which they have developed and honed. Our group is also complimented by multiple
other lab personnel/study coordinators and has a strong nutrition presence. We collaborate
closely, both clinically and in research, with other groups at the medical center, including:
allergy/immunology, where we have established a novel GI/adverse reactions to food clinic,
colorectal surgery and oncology, with whom we support a comprehensive clinic for
gastrointestinal cancers, bariatric surgery, ENT, pathology, and neurology. We have particular
expertise in inflammatory bowel disease, GI Oncology, functional bowel disease, celiac disease,
chronobiology and motility.
Patients can receive care through the Coleman Foundation Comprehensive Clinic for
Gastrointestinal Cancers, which brings together a team of doctors with specialized expertise in
gastrointestinal cancers. New and second opinion patients meet with the team in a single visit
to discuss diagnosis and treatment options. Rush University Cancer Center comprises all of the
cancer-related clinical, research and educational efforts at Rush, crossing 20 departments,
divisions and sections; inpatient and outpatient areas; professional clinical activities; and the
colleges of Rush University. Faculty participates in teaching and mentoring residents, fellows
and postdoctoral candidates.
Rush GI has consistently been recognized as a top program across the nation. We accept 3
fellows in training per year and also have an advanced therapeutic training program that accepts
one 4th year fellow per year. Currently we cover two hospitals in our system (Rush University
Medical Center and Rush Oak Park Hospital). There are also several free standing clinical sites
with plans to expand our “footprint” with continued future development, including South Loop
and Oak Brook. Finally, we have recently initiated an Institute for Inflammation, Microbiome and
Chronobiology. This is an exciting time at Rush GI and we would like to recruit colleagues that
will share our vision and enthusiasm. Rush is an equal opportunity employer.
Interested candidates should submit a cover letter and CV to:
Leah Tyrrell, Manager
Faculty Recruitment
Faculty_Recruitment@rush.edu

psdrecruit.org

We’re hiring

Gastroenterology

providers

Exciting opportunities with Swedish in Seattle!

Contact:

We have openings for several Gastroenterology providers in the metro
Seattle area. We’re seeking IBD fellowship-trained physicians, ERCP/EUS/
Biliary physicians and general BC/BE Gastroenterology physicians.
D.J. Barker

Provider Recruiter
DJ.Barker@psdrecruit.org
425.525.5856

PS+D represents Swedish and other not-for-profit health systems across the nation.

Department of Gastroenterology
Hiring GIs with an interest in IBD, Nutrition or Generalist
The Department of Gastroenterology at Cleveland Clinic Florida is recruiting for
several locations: Weston, Coral Springs (due to open July 2018) and our newest
regional practice site in Wellington, Florida. Seeking general GI with an interest in
IBD and/or nutrition.

Treat patients in a state-of-the-art, 10-suite
Digestive Health Institute.
•
•

•

•

Call 1:8
Enjoy individual autonomy and efficiency of a financiallysound and innovative multispecialty group practice
Additional practice support from inpatient and clinic
APP team
Opportunity for academic and/or research affiliation
with Carle Illinois College of Medicine

carleconnect.com/careers

The successful candidates will develop a significant specialty focused practice to include
upper and lower endoscopy procedures, while also being involved in the full spectrum
of general gastroenterology. Applicants should also have an interest in teaching
residents; as we sponsor an ACGME accredited gastroenterology fellowship training
program.
Cleveland Clinic Florida is a multi-specialty academic group practice affiliated with
the Cleveland Clinic in Ohio. We are a state-of-the-art Medical Center and Hospital
located in South Florida, one of the largest metropolitan areas in the southeastern
United States.
Please include a current CV and cover letter with your application:
www.clevelandclinic.org/physicianrecruitment
Our Gastroenterology and GI surgery department was ranked No. 42 in the country
by U.S. News World Report‘s “Best Hospitals” rankings for 2017-18.
For more information please visit our website:
www.clevelandclinicflorida.org
Cleveland Clinic is pleased to be an equal employment/affirmative action employer:
Women/Minorities/Veterans/Individuals with Disabilities.
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Connected
to Linkedin?
Follow our Linkedin Company page to stay informed of career
opportunities from top employers, read career advice articles, and
receive conference updates.

Search for “myHealthTalent” on
Linkedin and follow our page

Powered by

Opportunities at Top Academic Medical Center in
the Heart of America – Kansas City
The University of Kansas Health System, a premier academic medical center specializing in
academic medicine, research and patient care has two immediate openings in the Department
of Gastroenterology and Hepatology.

Gastroenterologist - IBD
•
•
•
•

Perform endoscopy procedures including
seeing patients in the outpatient clinic
Serve as a clinical educator to GI fellows,
residents, and medical students
Provide inpatient consultative services
Contribute to research initiatives

Transplant Hepatologist
•
•
•
•

Responsible for inpatient and outpatient
clinical care
Work directly with fellows and house staff,
participating in educational conferences
Engage in clinical or basic science research
Provide inpatient consultative services

About The University of Kansas Health System:
➢ 784-bed academic medical center
➢ 10th consecutive year ranking with US New and World Report’s “Best Hospital” designation
➢ Consistently earns national recognition for outstanding quality and safety
➢ “Best Hospital” in Kansas City for the 7th time & “Best Hospital” in Kansas for the 5th time
(the only hospital to have received these awards since their inception)
➢ Magnet designation in nursing achieved for the third consecutive year

Kansas City is a bi-state region of greater than 2 million persons.
• High quality public and private educational options
• Affordable housing in a variety of settings - urban lofts/suburban
neighborhoods/country living
• A robust art scene - symphony/ballet/theater/museums
• Amazing food - KC barbeque and extensive local fare options
• Professional sport teams - Royals/Chiefs/Sporting KC
Please send CV/Cover Letter or directly contact:
Dr. Mojtaba Olyaee, MD
Professor and Director of Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology
University of Kansas Health System
molyaee@kumc.edu Cell: (913) 980-6123

CONTRIBUTOR: MELANIE GR ANO

Why You Should Take
That Interview

A

s physicians’ salaries continue to rise, how can you
be sure you are getting what you are worth in today’s
market? With urgent care centers, direct care, concierge
care and federally qualified health centers all competing for
qualified physicians, is your current position offering everything
that you want? Or should you take that interview and explore
other options?
Medscape’s annual Physician Compensation Reports have
reported that physician incomes have risen steadily over the
last 7 years. The survey’s co-authors, Merritt Hawkins, cites
the intense competition for doctors as the main reason for the
increase in salaries. When you’re in a settled role, however,
regular salary increases can sometimes fail to keep pace with
the recruiting market. Unless you are actively managing
your compensation with your superiors and hospital board,
sometimes the security of a long-term position can come at the
expense of salary growth
There are plenty of reasons to update your CV and schedule
a few interviews. Primarily, casting your net can act as a
negotiating tool in pursuing a salary increase at your current
position. There are other real advantages to dipping your toe
back into the job market on a regular basis:
• You can sharpen your interview skills.
• You can stay abreast of changing expectations.
• You might find an organization or practice where you would
really like to work.
• You might open up new avenues for career progression that
18
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hadn’t previously been on your radar.
• You can determine if you are happy where you are.
Of course, with as many opportunities as there are and
institutions available to explore new employment, there is still
a limit to what an individual healthcare professional can define
as an ideal situation. However, there is no reason why any of
these benefits should not be worth considering.

The Interview Dillemma
With physicians in short supply, it is likely you have been
contacted by recruiters on more than one occasion. But next
time a recruiter contacts you about a position, strongly consider
at least taking a look.
Although the recruiter – or their client – won’t want you
wasting their time, that is not the point here; it is always worth
exploring the other avenues open to you. And it is worth
noting that you can’t judge a job opportunity unless you fully
explore it.
A job description says very little about the organizational
culture, the people you’d be working alongside and the other
little day-to-day realities that make a position worthwhile and
enjoyable. The only way to really understand those factors is to
witness or, ideally, experience them for yourself.
Of course, this is what a job interview is designed to do – to
offer you a glimpse into whether this role, the organization
and its culture fits with what you want – as much as for the
interviewer to determine whether they think you would be a
good fit.

Updating your CV and
scheduling a few interviews
can act as a negotiating
tool for a salary increase at
your current position.

Depending on your specialty, unless you live in a big
metropolitan area, there may not be that large a pool of
possible employers – or, healthcare recruitment companies –
local to you. This means that you’ll need to adhere to some
ground rules if you are going to see what else is available to
you.
• Communicate honestly with your recruiter and your potential
employer, so everyone knows where they stand.
• Find a reputable recruiter to work with you; one with specialist
medical expertise and experience, so they understand you,
your desires and your expertise, and have established links into
employer organizations.
• Ensure you communicate in a timely manner with everyone
involved; don’t leave people waiting for a response, especially
for a job you’re not interested in.
• If you’re going to interview, you should know in the back of
your mind that you’d be prepared to act – even if you don’t
think you’re looking “seriously”; if an opportunity takes you by
surprise and really excites you, are you in a position to make the
big move?
Following these guidelines is vitally important, because – even
if you aren’t interested in the job on the table – you can’t be
sure when you may cross professional paths again with your
interviewer. Acting unprofessionally now could cost you a job –
or another opportunity – that you are really interested in later.

How To Deal With The Counter Offer
So, you’ve got an offer on the table. It’s exciting. The team
is great. The pay is a substantial increase. But, your current
institution doesn’t want to lose you. They make a counter-offer.
It’s what you wanted when you embarked on your initial job
search, but now you’re not so sure… the new role has so many
exciting elements.
Trying to make sense of this type of decision can be
overwhelming, because there are no right or wrong answers you can only do what you think is the best decision for you at
that point. But don’t let that dilemma hold you back. Changing
roles is a good way to keep your salary on track. Annual
inflation compensation increases usually hover around the 3%
to 5% mark. But when you get recruited into a new position,
these are generally lateral moves. You can negotiate significant
raises with organizations that want to recruit you if they think
you are the right person for the role. Equally, your organization
is likely to offer you an increase in salary if they don’t want to
lose you to another organization.
As we’ve already noted, using a job offer as a negotiating tactic
with your current employer can be a risky strategy. If you aren’t
sure you want to leave and then don’t receive a counter-offer
from your current employer, what do you do?
Do you stay and reinforce the idea you aren’t worth the raise?
Or go to a job you’re not certain you want? For this reason, it’s
vital you only employ this strategy with a job you’d be
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prepared to accept. Whatever you decide, you can’t know
whether you’d be prepared to jump ship unless you actually
go to that interview. And, if you do, you might find yourself
getting something a lot more valuable than the opportunity to
negotiate a pay raise: a new understanding of the possibilities
available to you in the job market. n

Sources

Lifestyle Report 2017: Race and Ethnicity, Bias and Burnout, Medscape
Why You Should Go To That Interview (Even if You Don’t Want To)
The Muse for Forbes.com
TED Talk: Our Unhealthy Obsession with Choice
Renata Saleci TED.com
Should You Use A Counter Offer To Land A Raise?
LearnVest for Forbes.com
Long Term US Inflation: Average Annual Inflation by Decade
InflationData.com

CHOOSE BOZEMAN, MONTANA!
Golf | Ski | Fish | Hike | Bike
Home to Montana State University
Near Yellowstone National Park

Our GI Clinic is a full practice with high demand, a balance of office
patients, inpatient needs, and OR/endoscopy scheduling time.
• Average number of patients seen in a day is 12-16 depending
on call schedule, scope schedule and emergent add-ons.
• Average new consults per week 10-12.
• Call is 1:5
• Employed position with market competitive compensation
and benefits—malpractice insurance included.
CONTACT:
Selina Irby, Physician Recruiter
Tel: 406-414-5186 | Cell: 406-599-0674
Email: sirby@bozemanhealth.org

Exciting opportunity to join a 13 clinicians (9 physicians + 4 Advanced
Practitioners) single-specialty private GI practice in beautiful
Bellingham, WA
• Privately owned endoscopy center, infusion facility and pathology
processing lab. 2 year partnership track with no monetary buy-in.
•

Night and hospital call divided equally among all partners
(currently 1 in 9) and not taxing. Top notch, collegial medical
community that appreciates quality of life.

• Paradise for the outdoor enthusiast close to mountains, ocean,
lakes and miles of spectacular trials. College town atmosphere,
yet close proximity to big city attractions of both Seattle (1.5 hrs)
and Vancouver, Canada (1 hr).
• If you appreciate schedule and lifestyle autonomy, this private
practice opportunity offers more flexibility than working for a
typical hospital-owned or large corporation. We care deeply about
quality of care, not just about volume of patients
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While attending DDW – please call/text Dr. Christoph Reitz,
a partner/physician owner. His cell number is 360-303-2529.
or email CV to Lisa Burcroff at LMBurcroff@hinet.org
www.nwgastro.com












   

        
        
    

    
  
  

     
    

          

          
          





          

      
  

Duke Health seeks an additional Gastroenterologist for an established practice at Duke Kernodle Clinic, its largest community-based multi-specialty practice of 50
physicians and 26 mid-level providers covering 15 medical and surgical specialties. The practice, located in Burlington, NC, includes 75,000 sq. ft. main office, plus a
walk-in clinic and two satellite offices. The hired physician’s practice will be based at the main office with procedures performed at Alamance Regional Medical Center
(ARMC) located adjacent to the clinic. The ARMC suites are well equipped with Olympus equipment and dedicated anesthesia service.
The hired physician will be joining an established practice with a strong referral base and should expect to quickly build a thriving practice. The GI department gets
an average of six consults and has an average inpatient census of eight. Hospital consults and rounding is handled by the department APPs. Practice call is 1:3 nights
and weekend (moving to 1:5). Call is benign by nature with the Hospitalist service handling most admissions. ERCP and EUS training preferred, but not required.
Centrally located in the piedmont area of North Carolina, Alamance County (pop. 155,000) includes the midsize communities of Burlington, Elon and Mebane,
and straddles the Research Triangle and Piedmont Triad Regions of North Carolina.
• Burlington, a city of progress and quality, boasts a population of more than 50,000. Burlington is located only a few hours’ drive from the picturesque
Blue Ridge and Great Smoky Mountains to the west and the scenic coastal beaches to the east.
• The economy of the town of Elon is largely dominated by the adjacent Elon University. Elon University has been ranked as one of the most beautiful college
campuses in the country by "Best College Review" and Best Run College by the Princeton Review.
• Historic Mebane, one of the fastest growing areas in North Carolina, is a fun place to be where eclectic and unique shopping, dining and activities abound!
The greater Burlington area boasts a low cost of living, friendly neighborhoods, good schools and great shopping. Just 30 minutes from Durham, Chapel Hill and
Greensboro, this location provides residents the option of small town living with easy access to the areas growth centers. From a history in textiles and the railroad,
to all the exciting things on the horizon, the greater Burlington area is a wonderful place to live.

Please apply to this position by clicking the APPLY button below.
Trina Burgess
Trina.burgess@duke.edu
myHealthTalent.com
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Join a vibrant Gastroenterology
team in the heart of the Midwest.
Altru Health System is seeking a BC/BE Gastroenterologist to join
its growing practice in Grand Forks, North Dakota. Our skilled
team serves patients across the Red River Valley, providing the
highest quality in technology and compassionate care. Altru is
part of the national effort to screen 80 percent of the eligible
population for colorectal cancer by 2018.
In 2017, Altru announced a bold new era in care for the region
including a $250 million investment, a new 21st century hospital,
expanded clinic services, new technology, cutting-edge surgical
and emergency services and a population approach to healthcare.

“

“

Grand Forks is a vibrant
community to call home.
I’m looking forward to
being a part of Altru’s
bold new era in care.
- Dr. Israr Sheikh

LET’S CONNECT
Jennifer Semling, Physician Recruitment
800.437.5373, ext. 6607 office
701.741.0330 cell
jsemling@altru.org
altru.org/careers/physicians

Altru

®

HEALTH SYSTEM

DEPARTMENT OF GASTROENTEROLOGY
Supported by the system’s aggressive growth plan, Ochsner Health System - Baton Rouge and the Gastroenterology Department is seeking 3 Board Certified/Board Eligible
GASTROENTEROLOGISTS/HEPATOLOGISTS to join its expanding practice.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE POSITION:
• Clinic-based position located in Baton Rouge with rotation to suburban clinics; dedicated Endoscopy days.
• State of the art Endoscopy Lab with latest EUS equipment, impedance, pH and manometry capability located at Ochsner Medical Center Baton Rouge
• Hepatology clinic is an extension of the Ochsner Multi-Organ Transplant Institute which has performed more liver transplants than any other transplant center in the
country between 2012 and 2016.
• For five years in a row, Ochsner has been recognized as #1 in the nation for liver transplants by CareChex.
• Weekly call rotation shared amongst physicians within the group (clinic and hospital consult)
• Complement services immediately offered at Ochsner Cancer Center – Baton Rouge and those to be delivered at Ochsner High Grove, a new medical office complex with
surgical and in-patient capabilities scheduled to open in early 2019
• 24/7 reliable hospitalists onsite
• Integrated practice model with strong, internal referral network
• Support available from specialists throughout the Ochsner Health System
• EPIC medical record platform utilized throughout the Ochsner Health System
• Tort reform state
COMPENSATION AND BENEFITS:
• Salary is commensurate with experience and training
• Malpractice insurance provided
• Full benefits including medical, dental and vision insurance
• Retirement options (401k, 403b, and 457b)
ABOUT OCHSNER HEALTH SYSTEM - BATON ROUGE
The Greater Baton Rouge region is home to Ochsner Medical Center - Baton Rouge, a full-service, 150-bed facility, Ochsner Cancer Center – Baton Rouge and 13 Ochsner Health
Centers across Tangipahoa, Livingston, East Baton Rouge, Ascension and Iberville Parishes. Nearly 2,000 employees serve our patients in the Greater Baton Rouge area, including
more than 180 physicians and Advanced Practice Providers whose collective dedication to patient care is recognized for quality excellence by Becker’s Hospital Review, Healthgrades,
Truven Health Analytics and Leapfrog. Ochsner Baton Rouge is a part of Ochsner Health System, Louisiana’s largest non-profit healthcare delivery system. Ochsner is the only
Louisiana hospital nationally recognized by U.S. News and World Report as a “Best Hospital” across four specialty categories caring for patients from all 50 states and 80 countries
worldwide each year.
CALLING BATON ROUGE…HOME
Situated on the Mississippi River, Baton Rouge represents the best of Louisiana’s vibrant culture. The capital city, located in Southeast Louisiana, is home to over 800,000 residents
making it one of the most populous cities in the state. It is a very family-oriented city with great schools, 2 major universities (Louisiana State University and Southern University),
restaurants, shopping, and an abundance of sports and cultural opportunities. Known for its great people, unique food, and lively music, Baton Rouge has something for everyone!
Interested physicians should apply to: https://www.ochsner.org/careers/
Sorry, no J1 visa opportunities available.
RECENT AWARDS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS RECEIVED BY OCHSNER MEDICAL CENTER BATON ROUGE
Becker’s Hospital Review
✓ Only Louisiana hospital ranked in Becker’s Hospital Review “100 Great Community Hospitals” (2016)
Care Chex, a division of COMPARION
✓ Ranks in the top 10% of hospitals in the nation for medical excellence in 7 clinical categories including Overall Hospital Care, Overall Medical Care, Cardiac Care,
Gastrointestinal Care, Neurological Care, Heart Attack Treatment, and Stroke Care. (2017)
Healthgrades
✓ Patient Safety Excellence Award (2017, 2016, 2015)
✓ Distinguished Hospital Award for Clinical Excellence (2017)
✓ Cardiac Care Excellence Award (2017, 2016)
✓ Coronary Intervention Excellence Award (2017, 2016)
✓ Pulmonary Care Excellence Award (2016)
Leapfrog
✓ Earned an “A” grade in patient safety (2017, 2016)
Truven Health Analytics
✓ One of only 10 hospitals in the United States to receive the Truven Health Analytics Everest Award, an honor awarded to hospitals that have achieved both the highest
current performance and the fastest long-term improvement over five years. (2017)
✓ Only hospital in Louisiana named in the Top 100 Hospitals (2017, 2016)
✓ Only hospital in Louisiana to be named to the "50 Top Cardiovascular Hospitals" (2016)
Ochsner is an equal opportunity employer and all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, disability status, protected veteran status, or any other characteristic protected by law.

Gastroenterologist – Interventional Endoscopy
Rush University Medical Center
Rush University Medical Center is seeking a clinician teacher or clinician scientist to compliment
an expanding academic practice in Chicago.
We are looking for applicants at the Assistant or Associate Professor Rank with training in
advanced endoscopy required. Applicants should be skilled in advanced therapeutics to
complement our current group of two attendings and one physician assistant in our
interventional endoscopy unit. Our GI group currently is comprised of 18 providers, 9 clinician
teachers, 5 clinician scientists, 1 PsyD, 3 PA/NP and in addition 6 PhD researchers. Our group is
also complimented by additional lab personnel/study coordinators and has a strong nutrition
presence. We collaborate closely, both clinically and in research, with other groups at the
medical center, including: allergy/immunology, where we have established a novel GI/adverse
reactions to food clinic, colorectal surgery and oncology, with whom we support a
comprehensive clinic for gastrointestinal cancers, bariatric surgery, ENT, pathology, and
neurology. We have particular expertise in inflammatory bowel disease, GI Oncology, functional
bowel disease, celiac disease, chronobiology and motility.
Rush GI has consistently been recognized as a top program across the nation. We accept 3
fellows in training per year and also have an advanced endoscopy training program that accepts
one 4th year fellow per year. Currently we cover two hospitals in our system (Rush University
Medical Center and Rush Oak Park Hospital). There are also several free standing clinical sites
with plans to expand our “footprint” with continued future development, including South Loop
and Oak Brook. Finally, we have recently initiated an Institute for Inflammation, Microbiome and
Chronobiology. This is an exciting time at Rush GI and we would like to recruit colleagues that
will share our vision and enthusiasm. Rush is an equal opportunity employer.
Interested candidates should submit a cover letter and CV to:
Leah Tyrrell, Manager
Faculty Recruitment
Faculty_Recruitment@rush.edu

